
How My Christmas Dinner Went to the Dogs
By John Deaderick

Ahh, the aromas in the kitchen at this time of year!! Roasting

turkey, the stuffing prepared in the traditional way with little bits

of organ meats. Maybe a spiced and aged ham for the New Year.

We all really love this, right?

Well, not all. You see, my dog made me a vegetarian. Or to be

precise, as friend Terry Riley recently pointed out: an ovo-lacto-

pesca-vegetarian.

Yes. It’s true. Here’s how that went down. So, in Asia, my dog

Piper, all six and a half pounds of her, would be food. We in the U.S.

are horrified at the very thought of this, but in many Asian cultures, eating dogs is quite normal. In China, my

two cats, Tompa and Mowgli, could end up in a stir fry. All over Europe, not just by the much-maligned

French, people eat horses. Shock and outrage on this side of the Atlantic! How can such things be? Cows

aren’t eaten in India, puzzling beef-loving Americans, while in certain African regions dining on “bush meat”

– monkeys and chimps – is quite natural. Down under, the Aussies love their “roo” burgers. Yum.

So, what to eat and what not to eat is entirely culturally determined. There is nothing absolute about it. We

need protein, yes, but that is often obtainable without killing our fellow creatures. I love my dog. A lot. This

has made me reflect on the illogic of which animals are “sacred” and which are OK for slaughter.

And I love eating meat, don’t get me wrong. I love BBQ, I love to cook, I love hot dogs (gross, really). But I

can no longer support the killing and cooking of my fellow sentient beings when the whole thing just reeks of

illogic.

My granddaughter Ella points out the inconsistency of my

position in that I haven’t given up sushi: “Fish are animals too,

right? You still want to eat them!”

OK, so I’m not perfect. I just look into the

beautiful loving eyes of my little mutt Piper

and I think about her cooked on some Asian

table, and that’s all the motivation I need to

grab a salad and a hard-boiled egg.















Christmas Thank Yous














